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Introduction

Graph neural networks (GNNs), similarly to other
connectionist models, lack transparency in their
decision-making. A number of sub-symbolic
approaches, such as generating importance masks,
have been developed to provide insights into the
decision making process of such GNNs. These are
first important steps on the way to model
explainability, but leaving the interpretation of these
sub-symbolic explanations to human analysts can
be problematic since humans naturally rely on their
background knowledge and therefore also their
biases about the data and its domain. To overcome
this problem we introduce a conceptual approach
by suggesting model-level explanation rule
extraction through a standard white-box learning
method from the generated importance masks.

Conceptual Schema

• We address this weakness of existing approaches
by proposing a post-processing rule-based com-
panion to such a sub-symbolic explainer method.

• Thereby we want to complement the sub-symbolic
instance-level explanations with model-level rules.
By extracting and aggregating global rule-based
explanations through a standard white-box ma-
chine learning method from the generated ex-
plainer subgraph, we reduce the amount of addi-
tional interpretation needed by the user and pro-
vide a model-level explanation, that captures ex-
planations about the global behavior of a model
by investigating what input patterns can lead to a
specific prediction.

• As an example of such an approach, we devel-
oped a novel method known as SUBGREX. We
take the output of the state-of-the-art explainer
method as input as well as graph-specific at-
tributes such as node distances and network mo-
tifs and use decision trees to generate rule-based
explanations.

Rule-Based Explanations of
Subgraphs

• By combining the results of a sub-symbolic ex-
plainer method with a white-box rule generator, the
representation needs for human comprehensibility
and reasoning are satisfied.

• The rule-based explanation generation is not
a stand-alone approach, but an add-on post-
processing method in order to enhance the expla-
nations and make them more user-centric.

• After training a GNN, the GNNs decision making
process is interpreted by identifying a sparse recep-
tive field containing influential elements. Our post-
processing approach consists of taking these initial
symbolic explanations and lifting them to the level
of rules.

Explanation Generation

The proposed process for a node classification task,
where an edge mask ME and node feature mask
MX are generated by a sub-symbolic explainer model
Fex, and subsequently rules for edge and node fea-
tures are created by the white-box models DE and
DX. The rules are created through a classification
process, where the individual edges and features are
assigned binary labels “influential" or “not-influential"
based on their masking value.

SUBGREX Model

To test this conceptual approach, we propose our
SUBGREX model. We chose the GNNExplainer
as the sub-symbolic explainer method Fex for SUB-
GREX. As a method for extracting the rules, the
standard machine learning mechanism decision
tree is employed with DE = ID3E, DX = ID3X. The
decision trees can be linearized into decision rules
RE and RX.

Preliminary Results

RMutagen
X ={If molecule contains atom C AND atom O; If molecule

contains atom C AND atom S AND no atom O; If molecule contains

atom H AND no atom C} Sensitivity: 0.98; Accuracy: 0.83

RMutagen
E ={ If atom has more than 2 bonds AND if atom is part of

an atom ring; If atom has only one bond AND is not part of an

atom ring} Sensitivity: 0.72; Accuracy: 0.64

RNonmutagen
X ={If molecule contains no atom N AND no atom H }

Sensitivity: 0.95: Accuracy: 0.94

Conclusions

• Conceptual vision for how to approach
generating enhanced, more user-centric
rule-based explanations from sub-symbolic
instance-level explanations, which improve
model-level understanding.

• Initial experiments demonstrate the validity of our
method. Even with the rather simple SUBGREX
method we show some surprisingly effective
results in terms of meaningfulness of
explanations and high sensitivity.

• In further research we plan to evaluate and
compare the effectiveness of different white-box
models including semantic web technologies
such as inductive logic learning.
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